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Word-of-Mouth Marketing

u Oral or written 

u Reviews, ratings, and recommendations 

u By a customer to prospective customers of a product or service
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62%

90%

of consumers search for reviews 

before purchasing a product

of consumers trust brand recommendations 

from friends and family over traditional 

advertising
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Six ways to achieve successful 
Word-of-Mouth Marketing

u Create a unique, shareworthy experience

u Share customer testimonials

u Establish referral programs

u Create an influencer strategy

u Encourage user-generated content

u Humanize your brand
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Create a unique, shareworthy experience

u If you give consumers something memorable they cannot get anywhere 

else, they will share their exclusive experience with friends and family.

Architectural Kinetic Generous

design, architecture treatment, experience free service
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Share customer testimonials

u Gather testimonials and ratings from review sites

u Repurpose reviews and include product ratings on your website

u Examples of review sites: 

of people trust testimonials and online reviews

as much as personal recommendations
79%
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Establish referral programs

u Make spreading the word easy and quick

u Offer incentive – make it worthwhile for both parties involved

u Examples: discounts, free samples, extra lives in games, etc.

u Brands with established referral programs: 
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Create an influencer strategy

u Connect with industry influencers and thought leaders

u How to appeal to an influencer:

u Quote them in your content

u Feature their content

u Allow them to sample your products/services for free

of people say they rely on recommendations
from influencers when making purchase decisions49%
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Encourage user-generated content (UGC)

u content created and shared by consumers about a brand or product

u Honest and builds trust

u How to encourage UGC:

u Create a unique hashtag to identify content created by consumers

u Incentivize by offering a free gift, discount, feature, etc. to winners

u Build a sense of community by showcasing UGC on digital platforms

of millennials say UGC is a good indicator of
the quality of a brand or service

86%
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Humanize your brand

Have an awesome product, and provide exceptional 
customer service and a unique brand experience

u Communicate with consumers

u Be responsive

u Remain loyal to brand identity and values
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Remember:
The goal of word-of-mouth marketing is to make people feel as 
though they are part of a VIP club, receiving insider knowledge. 
Because of this, your word-of-mouth marketing plan should never 
be the same as what is advertised to the general public. 
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u Create a unique, shareworthy experience

u Share customer testimonials

u Establish referral programs

u Create an influencer strategy

u Encourage user-generated content

u Humanize your brand

Use these methods 

to achieve successful 

word-of-mouth 

marketing.




